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About This Content

The complete soundtrack to POSTAL Redux

Rampage Tracks:

1 - Improvised Explosive Device
2 - Burn

3 - Cold Iron
4 - Run From Me

5 - Glorious
6 - Temporomandibular

7 - Dragged Away
8 - Hell Called
9 - Claptodeath
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10 - Blood Path
11 - Shotgun Callosotomy

12 - Results

Campaign Tracks:

1 - Intro
2 - Home

3 - The Truckstop
4 - The Outskirts

5 - Parade Of Disasters
6 - The Bridge
7 - The Mine

8 - The Junk Yard
9 - The Trailer Park

10 - The Train
11 - The Ghetto

12 - The City
13 - The Carnival
14 - Central Park

15 - Air Force Base
16 - EZ Mart

17 - Shanty Town
18 - Earthquake

19 - La Palamino Resort
20 - Tokyo
21 - Osaka
22 - Ending
23 - Credits
24 - Outro
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I am usually not too much of a puzzle games guy, except maybe Tetris. But this game has really pulled me back into the genre.
This is a game that I just keep finding myself playing. It's great to pass a little time. Plus I always want to replay it to try and
exceed my previous score. The graphics are beautiful and the soundtrack is nice. I got it for $0.49 during the Winter Sale.
Worth way more than that. Bought two more copies as gifts. Give it a go. You won't be disappointed.. Throw, dogde and kill all
your friends until there are none left. Friendless, but still happy. 10\/10 would play again.. Do I think this is a good game? In
some respects, yes. The bikes are fairly hard to handle as you move up the classes (as it should be) and the tracks are actually
kinda fun. However, they need to put the difficultly up to a point where you're doing well to be midfield on a midfeild bike. The
AI drops around 1.5-2 seconds in race trim, while yourself can keep the same laptimes. Takes away from a lot of good battles.
Frustratingly, in the wet, the game is horrible. No realism, too much grip (even on pro mode) and not enough sliding. Ruins all
the positive points.. Really scratches that old school Contra itch, only with jetpacks!. This is quite a nicely laid out game but in
multiplayer it is way to slow and cumbersome :(. This game is pure gold!

What a blast! It manages to hit the sweet difficulty spot where losing only makes me want to try again immediately.
Also it bring back the joyous feeling of the good old arcade shooters!

Unlocking new weapons and abilities actually feels good and useful, rather than gimmicky, while still keeping up the game
balance.

Finishing this game was a though, funny and wonderful challenge on my own. I can only imagine playing it co-op!

Hoping someday I can play it with a friend on my Nintendo Switch! :D

. unsure if i'm being impaitent or the game refuses to load. LOVE this game. Awesome gameplay and plus it is only Early
Access who nows how much better it will be. I am a HUGE RTS Game fan and this is some NEXT LEVEL gameplay right
here. +100000. I found this some times frustrating... before I realized, how to? :D
Nice 2D Platformer.
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Before anything, be aware that the game was kind of abandoned, and I'll explain how later in this review.

+ Interesting concept
+ A decent number of cosmetic options as well as weapons
+ Gameplay might take a bit getting used to but it's decent enough
+ Level design is interesting, fitting the premise really well

- You spend A LOT of time playing the same map with different objectives
- Controls are difficult to get used to if playing with a controller (not "full" support at all, so don't expect controller glyphs and
ease to navigate menus)
- Dialogue with other characters is rather annoying, especially if you're supposed to defeat zombies while they mumble
- The story isn't particularly engaging anyway, so whatever
- Game has been abandoned

And I know a fully released game being abandoned sounds weird. To be fair Squareface feels complete (for the most part if you
don't play with a controller, cuz otherwise you'll feel it's missing some tweaking). Problem is, the developers took it upon
themselves to expand the game *for free* with a open world mode. This open world mode has been in beta since 2017. No new
updates have been made since its introduction, nor have the devs given signs of life. This open world mode is OK as it is, but it's
not complete. So while the rest of the game might be worth fiddling with from time to time, that mode in particularly lacks
polish (which the game also lacks to a degree, but it feels far more complete than the open world mode).

Plus, the website for the game isn't being hosted anymore, meaning you can't print your custom character. It isn't anything big,
but it'd be cool to have that little piece of memorabilia. And them abandoning the website definitely means they have no plans to
ever return to this game. Like, ever again.

It's a really cheap game to begin with but just to be sure, purchase it when it's on sale. I got it for less than R$10 a while back
and for the price I got it for, I definitely don't regret the purchase. It's been fun to play it every now and again when I'm bored.
But if you're expecting anything more than an unfinished game that doesn't play too well with a controller, maybe pass this or
get it when it gets a huge discount.

Thumbs up if you take all of that into consideration. Not an awful game at all. Not great either. Shame that it's been abandoned,
though.. Not bad puzzle with interesting ways of passing. There are ways that deliberately confuse the player at first it's
annoying but then you realize :)
Music and style made in the 80s, now fashionable retro looks very good. The game is worth the money, I advise everyone.. cool
good-lookin game. so sad - it is dead now. Why are you reading this?! The ants are everywhere!!!

They're ON SEGWAYS!!!

FOR THE LOVE OF GOD, DEFEND THE CAKE!!!!!11. Excellent game, redefines what an RTS should be.. Artifex Mundi
has often been heralded as the masters of Hidden Object games. Now that the company is no longer creating HOGs, fans of the
genre are left searching for alternatives.

This entry by Skywind Games under the Alawar banner is one which can soothe that itch remarkably well.

Dark Angels: Masquerade of Shadows introduces a world where a group of women fight monsters in the shadows - monsters
which seek to control humanity while disguised as regular people. The graphics are outstanding for a 2013 HOG title, and there
are very few bugs to run into despite the game's age. A simple "combat" system is included, where you can use your chakram to
defeat foes and solve puzzles.

The music for this game is absolutely outstanding, with the intro theme (which is peppered throughout the game) performed by
a talented vocalist who, sadly, isn't listed in the credits. A lot of the commentary is humorous, although the voice actress for the
main character, Kate (because HOG heroes tend to be named Kate) tends to sound almost hysterical in many scenes. This is just
a bit of overacting, however, and doesn't hurt the game overall.

If anything drags this game down, it's the Act II/IV plot. Act 1 is all about learning Kate's destiny and is extraordinarily done,
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but the second Act gets into the cliche of time travel. Act III makes up for this pretty well, only to return to the time theme in
the brief fourth and final Act. Overall, the game has a pretty rich backstory and a lot to offer, so I can forgive this dip into the
bargain plot bin for the way they tried to work it in. A professional writer will always get picky about this sort of thing, so I
won't push my judgement too far (the same can go for temporally inaccurate objects in historical HOG scenes).

Overall, this almost immediately became a favourite in my HOG library, and I'm tempted to write a few short stories based on
the lore. Dark Angels sadly has yet to gain a sequel, but at only $4 USD at regular price, it's a title no self-respecting HOG fan
should pass up - doubly so if it's on sale! And if you enjoy this game, please be sure to write Alawar and let them know you want
to see this become a series.. A wierd mix of Contra and Solbrain from the NES, but with a jetpack (!?)
Not great nor bad.
PS: Almost all weapons are useless. If the game was more of a shop than a rushing game than it would be MUCH better.
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